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ADVANCE NOTICE: 

NOISETTE ROSES 
Anniversary Celebration Scheduled 

We hear from Jay Hiers at Edisto Memorial Gardens (Orangeburg, S.C.) 
that the Gardens will host a gala celebration of the 200th Anniversary of the 
Noisette Rose. 

The event will take place on August 20, 2011.  Details are forthcoming, 
but we do know that a 7th-Generation descendant of Philippe Noisette will 
attend and speak. 

The Anniversary Celebration for the only American-Originated class of 
roses will center around “Project Noisette” a new Noisette Rose display garden 
within the Edisto Memorial Garden. 

As noted in an article in the July/August (2010) issue of the American 
Rose Magazine, 110 roses have been planted to date in the garden.  Two of our 
favorites, “Roseville Noisette” and “Setzer Noisette” will soon join them. 

Now, Noisettes being among our favorite roses — and among some of the 
best for California gardens, wouldn’t we all love to attend this event? 

Clockwise From Upper Left:  ‘Jaune Desprez,’  ‘Reve d’Or,’  “Setzer Noisette,” 
“Georgetown Noisette” 
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An Exciting Project Begins 

A Garden Of Roses To Save 
A Report by Carol Markell 

There is an exciting buzz in the air and it is more than the sound of 
bees and hummingbirds.  
This past Saturday, Dirt Day friends (who volunteer to work in Gregg 
Lowrey’s Sebastopol garden of more than 3000 heritage roses) gath-
ered together. Our goal was to create a nonprofit organization with the 
express purpose of preserving this precious garden and its treasures for 
a larger audience and future generations. We chose an interim Board; 
our goals and the seeds are now planted for our new nonprofit. 

Here is a brief summary of what happened (if you want to find out 
more or become involved, please email me and I will have you added 
to the list). 

We want to report to all of the Friends of Vintage Gardens the 
progress we made today on moving forward with establishing a non-
profit entity with the general mission of helping to maintain Gregg 
Lowery’s collection and garden of historic roses in Sebastopol which 
will be donated to the nonprofit.  

Gregg provided an overview of the history of the garden, his ex-
perience with nonprofit organizations, his contacts with horticultural 
foundations interested in the survival of the garden, the generous offers 
to contribute to preserving the rose collection that have come from 
customers of Vintage Gardens and personal friends, and the research 
that has been done to date on the establishment of the nonprofit.  

Our short term goals include drafting a statement of mission and 
purpose, developing a set of by-laws, filing articles, and working 
through the various documents that must be filed to obtain the legal 
status as a nonprofit. What the nonprofit entity will be called is under 
consideration. It is important that we all understand that this nonprofit 
group is about what can be done to help to preserve Gregg’s roses and 
his garden and that this is separate from the business “Vintage Gardens 
Nursery”. We do this in order to forward a mission of educating the 
public of the importance of the rose in human history and preserving 
vintage roses for future generations. 

I hope that you are all as excited about this venture as the ten of us who 
are working on organizing and building this new non-profit from the 
fertile soil to those of you who love to smell the roses. 

Carol Markell 
Email:  carolmarkell@yahoo.com 
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This Was The Spring That Was 
 

Each spring garden events follow one after another in stately progress, 
interrupted  occasionally by startling news events.  So it has been for Spring, 
2010 — a long, cold spring, followed by an astonishingly chilly Fourth Of July 
Weekend, which segued into a record-setting heatwave. 

Following the winter work of garden “tidying,” if not out-and-out prun-
ing, there’s that week when most of the roses in the garden burst into bloom.  
Along with that sweet time, we are faced with a plethora of rose-related events.  
Rose shows, Garden Tours, Open Gardens . . .  There’s something for each of 
us, but none of us can do it all.  Some of the events, of course, focus on Old 
and Rare Roses, and those are our favorites. 

Open Garden Day 
The Old Sacramento City Cemetery 

Historic Rose Garden 
We feel the full swing of Spring when we attend the annual Open Gar-

den, in the Sacramento City Cemetery.  This year, that event was held on 
Saturday, April 16, and the weather couldn’t have been better.  Most of the 
roses were at, or near, their peak bloom, and the place reflected joy.  As a bo-
nus, those attending enjoyed the opportunity to buy some of the hundreds of 
rare and uncommon roses offered for sale, only on this day. 

For a small sample of the beauty there, visit the Heritage Roses Groups 
website at:   http://www.theheritagerosesgroup.org/ 

Click on “PHOTOS & VIDEOS,” and enjoy a brief video of the garden. 

If you didn’t make it THIS year, circle the middle weekends in April.  The 
event is always held in that period.  Plan to join all of us in 2011. 

In May, It’s . . .  
The Celebration of Old Roses 

The Sunday After Mother’s Day In El Cerrito, CA 
The Celebration Of Old Roses is the next event to catch our attention.  

“Celebration” has taken place for more than 30 years, at the Community Cen-
ter in El Cerrito, CA.  This small town on the East side of San Francisco Bay 
was the lifetime home of the late Miriam Wilkins, founder of and guiding force 
for the national Heritage Roses Groups.  “Celebration” was her innovation, 
and 2010 marked the first year that it took place without her presence.  Along 
with the joy of the roses, we felt a thread of sadness.   

I’ve seen a good many “Celebrations” but this spring’s event brought us 

—  Continued on Pg. 11 
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A Wonderful Day In A Wonderful Place 
Sacramento City Cemetery 

Historic Rose Garden 

Open Garden, 2010Open Garden, 2010  

R. cinnamomea 
In The Historic Sacramento 

City Cemetery 

An extended pattern of winter rain brought the Historic Rose Garden a 
late, but very bountiful spring bloom.  The garden was in great glory for its 
2010 Open Garden Day — April 19th. 

The weather was idyllic, the company divine, and the roses …  AH!  THE 

Friday — Preparing For The Sale 

—  Continued on Page 9 
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The “Pulich Children” Rose 

Photo by Liz Hall 

Jeri Jennings Photo 

Jeri Jennings Photo 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP-CENTER: 
“Pulich Children” bloom, spring in Camarillo, CA; 
Mature plant as discovered; 
“Pulich Children” Buds Opening in Camarillo 
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A Lost and Found Rose 
 

Photos by Jeri Jennings and Liz Hall 
 

The fascinating story of the “Pulich Children” rose was told in the May, 
2009 Heritage Roses Groups “Rose Letter,” in an article by Kathryn 
Mackenzie, of the Sacramento City Cemetery. 

One of several unidentified roses collected in an old Sierra Foothills ceme-
tery by Kathryn, with fellow volunteer Liz Hall, the probable Hybrid Perpetual 
grew on a family plot with just one double headstone, with two names:  
Michell Pulich (d. 1883, age 4 months), and Jonnie Pulich (d. 1888, age 1 ½ 
years).  So many lost babies lie in these old cemeteries, this might have been 
just one more sad story, but for a particularly beautiful rose and two deter-
mined sisters. 

Bay Area HRG member Robin Pulich and her sister had done enough ge-
nealogical research to know that nothing was recorded about these two forgot-
ten children with their rather rare family name.  Thus in this case, the discovery 
of a Mystery Rose brought to light a greater mystery.  

Robin and her sister, tenacious researchers, did eventually find the tie to 
these tiny lost cousins.  Read the whole story on the Gold Coast website: 

http://www.goldcoastrose.org/ 
 

Kathryn and Liz, meanwhile, propagated several plants of the “Pulich 
Children” rose, and one has come to us in Camarillo.  While our conditions 
have never favored most Hybrid Perpetuals, there is much in this rose to in-
trigue us. 

First disabuse yourself of the notion that this particular Foundling stands 
out for its disease-resistance.  Young plants have definitely suffered from rust, 
along with some occasional powdery mildew.  Yet, in the old Sierra Foothills 
cemetery, it was a healthy, vigorous plant.  Perhaps with a little extra 
“coddling” it might become that in other settings. 

And it’s worth a try, for the early blooms on a young plant are of lovely 
form and remarkable color.  The strong, true violet purple of these blooms is 
remarkable, starting a true violet purple, and aging a true, regal purple rarely 
seen in modern roses.   

“Pulich Children” rewards where it temps, possessing a strong, spicy-
sweet fragrance that draws the gardener back, and holds as the blooms age. 

This may not be the easiest rose to grow, and it may in the end prove un-
suited to a coastal garden.  But a rose of such remarkable beauty, attached to 
such an intriguing family history must surely be given a chance to prove itself. 
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Gold Coast Heritage Roses Group had a major impact on the Celebration 
this year. So many of us worked long and hard to make it happen. My only 
regret is that there weren't more visitors to enjoy the beauty of the day and the 
fruits of our labor. 

The tables groaned under the weight of the blooms. I don't think I've ever 
seen more cultivars at the Celebration. Carolyn Parker brought buckets of 
long blooming stems of large climbers. It was magical! 

We had contributors from as far away as Mendocino, Southern California 
and California's Gold Country. The San Francisco Rose Society had a table and 
loaned vases. The Celebration is a labor of love of many dedicated volunteers 
from the Heritage Roses Groups, The Heritage Rose Foundation and individual 
rosarians who organize the rental of the Community Center, who disseminate 
information about Old Rose organizations, who buy and serve food, who set-
up and break-down, who operate silent auctions and raffles, and who supply 
blooms. I managed to bring 66 different cultivars only because Janelle, who 
drove from Sacramento, spent most of Saturday selecting and labeling blooms 
with me. Two armies of volunteers went to the San Jose Heritage 
Rose Garden with Jill Perry and Jeri Jennings, and to Vintage Gardens with 
Kristina Osborn, Carolyn Parker and the volunteers from the Sacramento Old 

Picked In The San Jose Heritage Rose Garden — Ready For The Celebration 

Summing Up The Celebration 
The Celebration of Old Roses, El Cerrito, CA, 2010 

—  Cass Bernstein 

—  Continued on Pg. 4 



 

 

City Cemetery.  

Each year I learn something while comparing blooms and observations with 
other rosarians. For example, the lovely but obviously mislabeled 
"Rosa nutkana" I received from Forest Farm, that looks like a 6-foot tall Hybrid 
Spin, and that has been blooming for a month now, seems to be Rosa webbiana. 

My "Georgetown Tea" from Vintage does seems to be the right cultivar. 

"Schmidt's Buff Giant," which was was light pink in my garden, matches 
the palest yellow Anna Olivier from the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden. We’ve 
since learned from Jackie Schmidt that "Schmidt's Buff Giant" shows these color 
variations in her garden. 

Two of us are convinced that "Fiddletown Pink Noisette" is the same as 
Laure Davoust. The blooms and foliage have similar shapes, but the habit of 
the two is different. 

The "Paul Noel" Hybrid Wichurana I received from Ashdown appears to be 
François Juranville. 

I received a small plant of a double form of Rosa californica that is clearly 
the true species, unlike the the rose in commerce as "Rosa californica 
plena," which is, at the least, a hybrid, and maybe not related to Californica at 
all. 

I'm glad I didn't have to drive home to SoCal like Holly*, who had also 
worked all day long!  

It was quite a day. I arrived home sated, exhausted, starved, managed to stay 
awake until Bill served me dinner, and crashed. 

Cass 
 
*Holly Hagy, Ventura, California 

4 

More Celebration Photos:  See Pg. 13 

Photo Courtesy Holly Hagy 

L-R:    
Clay 

Jennings, 
Jeri 

Jennings,  
Holly Hagy 
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ROSE HAND CREAM 
 

This rich moisturizing cream is easy to make from natural ingredients.  
The rose petals and oil add a lovely scent. 
 

2 Tablespoons fresh rose petals 
4 Tablespoons almond oil 

8 tablespoons lanolin 
4 Tablespoons glycerin 

3 drops rose oil 
 

Put the rose petals into a small bowl add just enough boiling water to 
cover.  Set aside to cool. 

In the top of a double boiler, combine the almond oil, lanolin, and glyc-
erin. 

Cook over hot water, sirring constantly, until the lanolin has melted.  Pour 
the mixture into a food processor. 

Drain the rose petals and add them to the mixture in the food processor, 
along with the rose oil.  Process at high speed until the mixture is well blended. 

Pour into small glass jars, and cover tightly. 

—  From A Garland of Roses, Ed. Gail Harvey 
Gramercy Books, 1992 

“Linsley Plot Quartered Pink” 
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National Heritage Roses Group 
Membership: 

 

B/W Print Edition:  $16.00 
Full-Color Digital Edition:  $10.00 

 
Please Make Checks Out To: 

The Heritage Roses Group 
Mail Dues To: 

Clay Jennings, National Membership Chairman 
22 Gypsy Lane, Camarillo, CA 93010-1320 

 

 
Name 
 
Address                       
 
City                          State     Zip Code 
 
Phone    (               )      
              Area Code 
 
Email 

 
 

For More Information 
Email: 

e.c.jennings@gmail.com 
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L:  Carolyn Parker,  R:  Joanie Helgeson 

Anita Clevenger Photo 

Anita Clevenger Photo 
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What do the cities of Santa Rosa and Sacramento have in common?  Old 
roses and cemeteries – and old roses IN cemeteries – and people who love 
them both. 

At the Heritage Roses Group seminar, held last March at Garden Valley 
Ranch, two sets of cemetery rosarians met for the first time.  Sandy Frary, Jami 
Collins and Judy Enochs, the “Three Roseketeers” who lead Santa Rosa Rural 
Cemetery's recently formed “Rose Brigade,” met Barbara Oliva, Liz Hall, and 
Kathryn Mackenzie, volunteers from the Sacramento Historic Rose Garden.  
They found much in common and parted with regret, vowing to meet again 
soon in Santa Rosa. 

The Santa Rosa cemetery was founded in 1854, just four years after Sacra-
mento's Historic City Cemetery began.  Both cemeteries were home to many 
roses, planted by loved ones as living memorials.  These roses lasted for dec-
ades, but fell to neglect and weed abatement in recent years.  In Sacramento, 
Fred Boutin found over twenty memorial roses when he first visited there in 
the early 1990s.  About a dozen survive today, along with the over 500 historic 
roses that have been planted in the Historic Rose Garden.  In Santa Rosa, Vin-
tage Gardens' Phillip Robinson and Gregg Lowery found about 75 surviving 
roses when they visited the cemetery in the mid-1980s.  Fortunately, they took 
cuttings and mapped where the roses were found, because less than half were 

A Santa Rosa Road Trip 
—  Anita Clevenger 

Photos by Anita Clevenger 

Mableton Mansion 
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There’s A World of Roses Out There! 

Join The National 
Heritage Roses Group 
An Informal Fellowship Of Those Who Love Old Roses 

 
 

  Formed in 1975, the “HRG” is the “mother” of Old Rose groups in 
the United States, and around the world.  It has inspired similar groups in Great 
Britain, Australia, and New Zealand, and local chapters across the United 
States.  

 HRG Members receive a Quarterly publication:  “The Rose Let-
ter,” (Feb., May, Aug., and Nov.) stuffed with a mélange of articles, cultiva-
tion tips, plant exchanges, “rosy” recipes, events, photographs, research re-
sults, rose history, and more.  Articles are contributed by rosarians across the 
United States, and around the world. 

 National Dues are currently $16.00/year, renewable on a quar-
terly basis (based on when you join).  
 Overseas memberships, served by First Class Air-mail, are $26.00 for the year, 
(U.S. funds.)  

THE DIGITAL EDITION:::   
   

 The HRG “Rose Letter” is available as a full-color .pdf file. 
Download, or Read “Rose Letter” on-line, at the HRG Web Site. 

To Enjoy Sample Issues, Visit HRG At: 
http://www.theheritagerosesgroup.org/ 

 
 

1 Year (4 Colorful Issues) just  $10./calendar year. 
   

Send Subscription to CLAY JENNINGS 
22 Gypsy Ln., Camarillo, CA 93010-1320 

 

SPECIFY DIGITAL EDITION  —   INCLUDE EMAIL ADDRESS! 
See Membership Form On Page 16 

 

 For More Information, email JERI JENNINGS: 

heritageroses@gmail.com 
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“Everything happens in April and May!” 
. . . And we lose out, because we can’t get to all of the 
events we’d like to enjoy. 

The obvious solution is a gala FALL event, and this sounds like a 
terrific one:   

FALL FALL IN THE IN THE SAN JOSESAN JOSE  
HERITAGE ROSE GARDENHERITAGE ROSE GARDEN  

Planning is under way now, for a day of tours, talks and demon-
strations on Found Roses, Rose Propagation, Composting, Rose Hips, 
and very likely much more. 

Garden volunteers are propagating some of the Heritage’s rarest 
roses, to be sold at the event.  

For updates and information, watch the Garden’s Web Site: 

http://www.heritageroses.us/ 
Click on “GARDEN NEWS” 

Want to help?  To volunteer, contact Jill Perry at:   

oldtearoses@gmail.com 

In The San JoseIn The San Jose  

Sat., Oct. 2Sat., Oct. 2  
20102010  
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still living when Sandy and 
Judy first became con-
cerned about their fate.  

Gregg Lowery gener-
ously offered help, advice 
and roses, and the “Rose 
Brigade” began to work to 
care for the existing roses 
and to replant the missing.  
They now have 100 heri-
tage roses in their care, and 
plan to plant 180 additional 
roses along the perimeter Enjoying Mableton’s Treasures 

fence and in a Memorial Garden.  Gregg will be donating the roses, and the 
city will install irrigation in the new garden area.   

The Rose Brigade's efforts to date are especially noteworthy because there 
is no irrigation for the existing and newly planted roses.  Volunteers have car-
ried water to them, pruned them, and trimmed back weeds. Roses, including 
“Old (Little) Red Runaround,” 'Madame Plantier,' 'Duchesse de Brabant,' 
and 'Russelliana,' are flourishing once again.   

On May 14th, eight of Sacramento's volunteers went to Santa Rosa to visit 

In Santa Rosa’s Historic Cemetery 

—  Continued on Page 8 
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the cemetery, and also to pay a call on some other very special old roses.  Four 
of the Sacramento cemetery's eight giant ‘Perle d'Or’ roses now reside at Ma-
bleton Mansion, also known as the McDonald Mansion.  Chris Pederson, gar-
dener at Mableton for the past 23 years, and Gregg Lowery cut them back, dug 
them up, and transported them to Santa Rosa in January.  The mansion’s own-
ers, the Webleys, generously donated $500 to the Historic Rose Garden and 
agreed to let us visit these roses in their new home. 

Chris, with Gregg (who is the designer for Mableton's garden restoration) 
kindly took time from their busy schedules to escort the Sacramento volunteers 
around the grounds.  

The 'Perle d'Or' roses are in a place of honor, planted in a circle in front 
of the house where they will be visible from the street.  They are flourishing 
and covered with bloom.  These roses will never be fourteen feet across again, 
but they do have room to regain much of their size and to make a wonderful 
statement in the landscape.  Their color complements the paint scheme of the 
elaborate Eastlake architecture of the house, familiar to many of us as the home 
in Disney's 1960 movie, Pollyanna. 

At Mableton, Gregg has designed a rose garden that includes about 150 
roses that are “flower factories,” to suit the Webley's desire for a good-looking 
cutting garden.  'Tamora' is one of his top choices as a beautiful, fragrant, 
heavy-blooming rose.  Gregg has interpreted Gertrude Jekyll's color theories to 
range from cool to hot colors, with each bed full of flowers chosen to make a 
coordinated bouquet.  As the season progresses, dahlias and lilies will replace 
the earlier spring-blooming annuals and perennials.   

Heads full of roses and history, the Sacramento volunteers headed back 
home.  One of the perks of being an old rose lover is the chance to visit beauti-
ful historic sites, see lovely roses, and meet like-minded souls.  It was an in-
spiring road trip. 

Santa Rosa Rose Trip, Cont. from Pg. 7 

 

Anita Clevenger lives in Sacramento, California.  She is the Chairperson of the 
Historic Rose Garden Standing Committee of the  Old City Cemetery Committee, 
Inc.  She is also the manager of the Historic Rose Garden, and a member of Gold 
Coast HRG. 

Have You Joined The 
National Heritage Roses Group? 
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‘LOUIS 1X’ 

The Celebration of Old Roses 
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“Doctor.” Eugene Boerner followed Nicolas, and was followed in turn by Wil-
liam Warriner, who was followed by Dr. Keith Zary.  In 1928, Charles Perkins 
was succeeded by his nephew, Charlie, and the firm continued to prosper. 

Jackson & Perkins stream of All America Rose Selections winners reads 
as a list of rose royalty.  They invented the term “Floribunda” to describe 
cluster-flowering roses, and they were the first rose company to offer roses 
through a mail order catalog. 

Charlie Perkins died in 1963.  1966, the company passed out of family 
hands.  Sold to one corporation, it was absorbed by a larger one, and gobbled 
up by a multi-national corporation.  In 1987, Armstrong Roses Co., was 
brought into the corporate fold, along with its patents and upcoming creations, 
and a research facility in rural Somis (Ventura Co., CA).  That beautiful facil-
ity became Dr. Zary’s creative headquarters, and more roses issued from the 
creative team at J&P. 

But then, the world economy began to falter, and people losing their 
homes don’t buy roses.  We’ve mourned the departure of one boutique” rose 
nursery after another, but this is “the big one.”  Rose companies, I suppose, 
are never “too big to fail.” 

In 2007, most J&P’s assets, without the land, were sold to an investment 
group headed by Donald and Glenda Hachenberger, part owners of Park Seed 
Company.  Without the land?  Without the growing fields? 

Some customers, dealing with the “new J&P” noted that it was very like 
dealing Park Seed.  Over the past 12 months, the Dave’s Garden website re-
ceived just 8 positive ratings for J&P, opposed to a painful 20 negative ratings. 

It’s over.  A J&P website still offers a promise of roses, but that isn’t hap-
pening.   

Roses of J&P’s 2011 crop will be offered through Weeks Roses, and we 
assume that will include J&P’s 2011 AARS winner, ‘Walking On Sunshine.’  

For the most part, I pay little attention to the latest introductions, but I am 
saddened to see such a significant chapter in Rose History end.   

I might buy ‘Walking On Sunshine’ myself — for the memories. 

�

—  The Spring That Was:  Jackson & Perkins  Continued from Pg. 11 

A  Rose  is sweeter in the budde 
than  full blowne. 

—  John Lyly 
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ROSES!  THEY were at their best.   

Part of it, of course, is about the beautiful roses, grown for the most part to 
their natural size and habit.  Part of it is the unique opportunity to purchase 
roses which in some cases are otherwise simply not obtainable.  Part of it is the 
pleasure of a day spent with others who love roses — and old, rare, and un-
usual roses, at that.  Whichever aspects of it draw them, many visitors return 
year after year.   

—  Sacramento City Cemetery Open Garden Day, Cont. From Pg. 2 

—  Continued on Page 10 

In April, It Was 

The Sacramento 
City Cemetery 
Open Garden 

‘Regulus’ 
Preparation — Friday 

“Gilbert 
Plot” 

“Elisabeth’s 
China” “Elisabeth’s 

China” 
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Link to a brief video of the garden on Open Garden weekend at: 
http://www.theheritagerosesgroup.org/ 

‘Reve D’Or’ 
In The 
Sacramento 
City 
Cemetery 

“Rusty’s 
Orange” 

‘Quatre Saisons Blanc Mousseux” 

‘White Pearl In Red Dragon’s Mouth’ 

Chi Long Han Zhu 

“Rusty’s Orange” 
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the greatest display of roses I’ve ever seen.  Anywhere.  Maybe the late onset 
of spring was responsible.  (Sometimes, by May, our gardens are “bloomed 
out,” but this year, they were just getting started.) 

People picked in their home gardens.  They picked in some great public 
gardens, and the resultant show of roses for viewing, smelling, and touching 
was unbelievably bountiful. 

For more on these hallmark spring events, and others, go back to Pg. 2, 
and continue on.   

Meanwhile . . . 
All Good Things Must Come To An End 

News of Jackson & Perkins 
 

In the saddest event of spring, on May 4, 2010, “The Blogging Nursery-
man” (Trey Pitsinger) noted that:  “Jackson & Perkins and their parent com-
pany Park Seeds has filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.”  This was, 
apparently, no surprise to the nursery industry, the word having gone out ear-
lier that roses which had been ordered would not ship.   

The remaining assets of the company will be sold.  I suppose, at this point, 
that would be its plant patents and such “Intellectual Properties.” 

Jackson & Perkins — GONE? 

As a child, I loved my grandmother’s roses  She grew ‘Betty Prior,’ 
“Cecil Brooner,” ‘Ma Perkins,’ ‘John F. Kennedy,’ and more.  Most of her 
roses were introduced by, or grown by Jackson & Perkins.  To her, as to many 
others, that name said “quality.”   

I know, I know, nothing lasts forever.  Nevertheless, I’m sorry to see this 
piece of rose history lost.  After 38 years, there’ll be no more new J&P intro-
ductions.  No new crops of roses will grow in their Wasco fields, (sold, sepa-
rately from the business, in 2007).  Eventually, a Business Park will probably 
rise where roses once bloomed. 

The J&P story began in 1882, when Charles Perkins and his father-in-law, 
Albert Jackson started a truck farm in Newark, New York.  Perkins and Jack-
son initially sold strawberries, raspberries, and grapes, but they soon moved 
into the wholesale nursery trade with vines and shrubs.   

Charles Perkins, it’s said, had a passion for roses.  In 1884 the firm hired 
Alvin Miller, the first in a chain of famed J&P rose hybridizers, and in 1901, 
Miller’s ‘Dorothy Perkins’ was introduced.  Thus began Jackson & Perkins 
climb to greatness in roses.   

Miller was succeeded in time by Dr. Jean Henri Nicolas, the legendary 

—  Continued on Pg. 12 

The Spring That Was  —  Continued From Pg. 1 


